Mobile Sterile Processing Department

Eliminate Phasing • Reduce Cost • Minimize Construction Time

Because Healthcare Cannot be Interrupted.
From Reservation to Decommission, a team of dedicated STERIS professionals works directly with you. Experience unmatched Customer service, combined with our innovative productivity solutions.

Exploratory & Reservation (4-6 Months)
- Facility hosts site visit to determine capacity needs, validate space, determine utility requirements and share planning documents
- Customer executes a rental agreement and STERIS reserves a Mobile SPD

Commission (2 weeks)
- Mobile Solutions team delivers and deploys the unit
- Testing and verification conducted
- Customer transitions operations to the Mobile SPD

Operation (Length of Deployment)
- STERIS hosts status update and service meetings as required
- Use your own, or STERIS can provide SPD staff to operate the unit

Decommission (1 week)
- Customer transitions back into main facility
- Mobile SPD is decommissioned and removed
- Final meeting is conducted to close out project and obtain feedback

Mobile Solutions meets or exceeds compliance standards from:
- OSHPD
- JCAHO
- FGI
- AAMI
- ASHRAE 170
- CSA
- DOD

GSA Contract - GS30F022GA
24
2 - AMSCO® Vision™ Washer/Disinfec tors (24 trays per hour)

12-16
4 - Prep & Pack Tables (12-16 trays per hour)

18
2 - AMSCO® 400 Steam Sterilizers (18 trays per hour)

Efficiency Without Compromise

For more information, visit sterismobilesolutions.com or call 1-800-548-4873 ext. 23134.